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Foreword to the English edition
MiCk e y gjerris
This book is about climate change and what it does to us and our planet. 
But even more it is about the philosophical and ethical challenges that arise 
from the changing weathers. The book was originally written for Danish 
students by Danish researchers, but just as global warming is a global phe-
nomenon so is the questions that are put forth here. The book has therefore 
been translated into English so as to make it available for a wider audience
 The English online version is free for all to use. All we ask you is that you 
share the existence of the book with your colleagues and fellow students so 
that as many as possible might benefit from it.
 Should you have any comments or ideas for improvements to the next 
edition, please mail Mickey Gjerris at mgj@life.ku.dk.
 The editors would like to thank Forlaget ALFA and our editor Jeanne Dal-
gaard for their generous permission to translate the original text and their 
good cooperation throughout the process. Furthermore we would like to 
thank Oversætterhuset A/S for their efficient work with the translation and 
Annette Larsen for her help. Finally we would like to thank Theme Cluster 
1 and The Institute of Food and Resource Economics from the University 
of Copenhagen and the University of Aarhus for their economic support to 
this translation.
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Introduction
MiCk e y gjerris
The Earth is on fire. Our world is getting warmer, and the climate is chang-
ing. There is a lot to suggest that this is due to how we are using the Earth’s 
resources. Also, it is a matter of urgency if we want to be able to exercise 
just a modicum of control over what the future will bring. So, in a manner 
of speaking, the Earth is getting too hot under our feet. We need to find out 
what is behind the climate change, but we also need to find a solution – fast.
 At least that is how things stand at the moment. Just a few years ago, 
however, many scientists, politicians and laymen still questioned whether 
the climate was in fact changing, let alone whether human activities had 
any role to play. How could it be that all this doubt evaporated, and that 
everyone suddenly started talking about the climate and marketing them-
selves on low CO2 emissions? A significant shift has occurred. Today, very 
few people question that climate change is happening and that it is largely 
due to human activity. Have we arrived at a new scientific certainty, or is it 
the result of a less transparent process where ethical values and political 
considerations have come to influence the scientific agenda? How definite 
actually are the climate models on which we are basing our actions, and 
how much of the discussion about them is science and how much relates 
to the ethical and philosophical considerations which have shaped them?
 It is not absolutely clear what will happen with the climate in the coming 
years, but there is general agreement that the world will change. And man 
has started to prepare for these changes. This gives rise to important ethi-
cal questions. What must we do, who must we consider, and what does the 
natural world mean in an ethical sense? Should we save endangered species 
for their own sakes or for ours? Should we help the people who will benefit 
most from our help or those that most need the help – and do we in fact 
have a duty to help anybody apart from ourselves? Major changes threaten – 
and the solutions risk being rushed through without careful consideration. 
That’s what happens when the Earth suddenly gets too hot under one’s feet.
 This book is about climate change, one which will contribute to our 
understanding of what is happening and why it is happening. The objective 
is to show how climate change raises not only a number of questions to do 
with natural science, but also many questions of a more universal nature 
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that are based on philosophical, political, ethical and religious assumptions 
about how the world is and how it should be. We hope that this book will 
encourage critical reflection and ethical consideration of what is happen-
ing, why it is happening and what we ought to do. Because something is 
happening:
 James A. Hansen, as head of NASA’s Goddard Institute for Space Stud-
ies and one of the world’s leading climate researchers, is one of those who 
repeatedly points out that the situation is far more serious than we are 
willing to acknowledge. According to him, the targets for CO2 reductions 
which have been set in the international agreements which applied for 2008 
already exceed what is necessary to stabilise the situation. According to 
Hansen we must act far more effectively and radically – and we must take 
action now. In a speech given to The National Press Club in Washington DC 
on 23 June 2008, he said:
Changes needed to preserve creation, the planet on which civilisation de-
veloped, are clear. But the changes have been blocked by special interests, 
focused on short-term profits, who hold sway in Washington and other 
capitals. I argue that a path yielding energy independence and a healthier 
environment is, barely, still possible. It requires a transformative change of 
direction in Washington in the next year.
 (Hansen, 2008)
Research published in winter 2008 by the Canadian geophysicist David 
Barber suggests that, by 2015, the Arctic will be ice-free during the sum-
mer. Whether this happens in 2015, 2025 or 2035 is, in this context, fairly 
irrelevant. What is important is that the temperature increases on the planet 
seem to be having quite an impact and that things are developing at a pace 
which, time and again, takes the scientists by surprise. The climate and the 
factors which have a bearing on it are complex. Often, individual scientists 
only see part of the picture, but when the various factors start reinforcing 
each other, the whole picture suddenly changes. In the past eight to ten 
years, the possible climate changes have led to worried minds and interna-
tional agreements which have not really put the big players under any sort 
of obligation and to the setting of national targets which have basically been 
ignored in practical politics. The general consensus is that we can no longer 
afford such procrastination. Things are hotting up now – really hotting up. 
So we need to both act fast and think carefully about what we are doing.
 This book is primarily intended as a textbook in ethics and science theory 
at university level, where it can be used on all study programmes to provide 
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recurrent case material. The more technical chapters can be used depending 
on the field of study. The book can also be used as a source of background 
information for upper-secondary school teachers and other teachers in the 
educational system and as a study book by reading groups, or simply by 
readers who want to understand what the climate debate is all about. The 
book is the result of scientists from many different fields and institutions 
collaborating together, which is evident from the author presentations at 
the back of the book. The breadth of expertise clearly reflects the radical 
significance of climate change for the future. Climate change literally cuts 
across all boundaries. It is the hope of the editors that this broad approach 
will contribute to understanding the complexity of the problems and a 
healthy level of scepticism towards any over-simplified messages in the 
climate debate.
 The book consists of seven chapters which show how the climate changes 
are rooted in our scientific, philosophical, political, ethical and religious 
understanding of the world. Chapters 1 and 2 are written by the climate 
scientist and member of the UN climate panel Professor Jørgen E. Olesen 
from Aarhus University. The first chapter describes the changes which the 
climate is undergoing, which physical, chemical and biological mechanisms 
are interacting to cause climate change, and what is driving the changes. 
The second chapter looks at the consequences of climate change for life on 
Earth both generally and specifically for a number of areas such as agricul-
ture, infrastructure and urban planning. The book’s third chapter is written 
by the science historian Matthias Heymann from Aarhus University. This 
chapter puts the present discussion about climate research into a historical 
perspective and shows how climate research has always been embedded in 
philosophical and political discussions.
 Matthias Heymann has also been involved in Chapter 4, this time with 
the philosopher Peter Sandøe from the University of Copenhagen and the 
science theorist Hanne Andersen from Aarhus University. Together they 
describe the science-theoretical challenges raised by the use of computer 
models in climate research, and seek to show how scientific uncertainty also 
becomes a political issue. Chapter 5 is written by the ethicist Mickey Gjerris 
and the natural resource ethics researcher Christian Gamborg, both from 
the University of Copenhagen. The chapter focuses on the ethical dilemmas 
presented by climate change as far as mankind is concerned as well as in 
relation to the natural world in general. In Chapter 6, the theologian Jakob 
Wolf, also from the University of Copenhagen, looks at climate change from 
a religious perspective, and offers his views on how religion, broadly speak-
ing, can help to fight climate change. Finally, in Chapter 7, senior lecturer 
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and journalist Gitte Meyer from the University of Copenhagen and professor 
in media management Anker Brink Lund from Copenhagen Business School 
write about the political discussion about the climate which has dominated 
the media over the past twenty years, and put this discussion into a broader 
context concerning the role of science in the current debate.
 The seven chapters can be read independently of each other, but as they 
each have something to offer, reading them all will provide a solid founda-
tion from which to relate to climate change. The chapters are written as 
textbook chapters, and thus provide a general introduction to the issues 
from what is hopefully a neutral perspective. Nonetheless, it is important 
to note that the chapters are written by different researchers, each of whom 
possesses expertise within their particular field. The various chapters are 
therefore, unavoidably, coloured by their respective views. This basic condi-
tion for all communication should make the reader take a critical approach 
to the chapters and not be seduced by what is presented as obvious conclu-
sions. These chapters are not the final answer to anything, but invite the 
reader to participate in a broader discussion about climate change.
 At the end of the book, three actual cases from the climate debate are 
discussed: CO2 trading, GM crops and biofuels. These cases are addressed 
by experts who have played a prominent role in the public debate of these 
topics. What all three cases have in common is that they describe contro-
versial solutions to problems resulting from climate change. The purpose 
of these cases is partly to present some of the more controversial strategies 
for countering climate change to the reader, and partly to show how the 
ethical and philosophical issues on which the seven main chapters centre 
can be used as ‘keys’ to understanding the disagreements that arise when 
discussing some of the most important issues currently faced by mankind. 
Each case is preceded by various working questions which can be used as a 
starting point for a discussion of the case and as a way of focusing on the 
ordinary problems that lie behind the specific differences of opinion.
 Each chapter is followed by a list of the references which have been used 
as background material. These can be used as inspiration for further read-
ing. There is also a list at the back of the book of commented suggestions 
for further reading, organised by chapter. The intention is that students and 
others will easily be able to find further literature for project work, studies 
etc.
 The editors would like to thank all the contributors for their time, Jeanne 
Dalgaard from the publishers Alfa for her good and thorough editing, and 
a number of Danish financial contributors who have made the publication 
of this book possible: 1: Torben & Alice Frimodts Fond 2: Direktør Einar 
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Hansen og hustru fru Vera Hansens Fond 3: Institute of Food and Resource 
Economics, University of Copenhagen 4: Faculty of Life Sciences, University 
of Copenhagen 5: Faculty of Agricultural Sciences, Aarhus University.
 The changes we face are both alarming and far-reaching. They will have 
a major impact on our lives. In order to meet this challenge, it is necessary 
that we understand both the scientific details and the broader contexts of 
the different problems. Technical solutions detached from the social reality 
into which they must be incorporated cannot solve these problems, just as 
theoretical musings on background, causes and values are of no use in the 
present situation. However, if we gather the threads and endeavour to tackle 
the task based on a high level of expertise and sound knowledge about the 
context of the problems, we believe there is every possibility that the huge 
challenges we face can be resolved. We hope that this book will make a 
small contribution to this task.
References
Hansen JA: Global Warming Twenty Years Later: Tipping Points Near (2008).http://www.
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responsibility.
Des Jardin J (2000): An Introduction to Environmental 
Philosophy. Wadsworth Publishing.
Now in its third edition, this book is one of many which provide an intro-
duction to environmental ethics. In addition to describing the basic ethical 
concepts, it also gives an introduction to central positions within environ-
mental ethics. The strength of the book is that it relates theory to a number 
of practical environmental examples and examples from the natural world, 
including the climate.
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McIntosh A (2008): Hell and High Water. Climate 
Change, Hope and the Human Condition. Birlinn
The book contains a straightforward account of the development in the past 
15-20 years and a comprehensive discussion of the relationship between 
political and personal responsibility. Its conclusion is that the crisis is so 
overwhelming that only deep spiritual changes will give us the courage 
to change our lifestyle as fundamentally as is required to prevent climate 
change from threatening our existence.
Jakob Wolf: A religious perspective on climate change
McFague S (2008): A New Climate for Theology: God, 
the World and Global Warming. Fortress Press.
As a criticism of a market system with excessive growth, McFague’s book 
presents her alternative idea of a fair and sustainable economy. She argues 
that the background for such an alternative economic order is that human 
identity is a relational identity as part of a universe which develops while 
expressing divine love and human freedom.
Primavesi A (2008): Gaia and Climate Change. A 
Theology of Gift Events. Routledge.
Based on James Lovelock’s Gaia theory, which perceives the Earth and its life 
as one big ecosystem, and the preaching of Jesus as a gift theology which 
sees God as the forgiving and generous God, Primavesi reflects on how we 
should address the challenge of climate change.
Gitte Meyer & Anker Brink Lund: The climate debate’s climate 
debate: Polarisation in the public debate on climate change
Arendt, Hannah: The Human Condition.
The German-Jewish thinker, Hannah Arendt, was concerned with the con-
ditions for human action and, thus, for political life. The chapter on the 
debating climate of the climate debate has to a large extent been inspired by 
her writings. The Human Condition, originally published in 1958 is one of 
her crucial works. Published for instance by The University of Chicago Press.
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Crick, Bernard: In Defence of Politics
Reprinted over and over, since it was published for the first time in 1962, this 
is an easily read defence of politics, discussing the relationship of politics 
with ideology, democracy, nationalism and technology. Crick advised the 
British Home Office for many years on issues of education for citizenship. 
Published most recently by Continuum.
Gadamer, Hans‑Georg: Reason in the Age of Science; 
Praise of Theory: Speeches and Essays.
These two collections of brief and rather easily read essays by the German 
philosopher Hans-Georg Gadamer discuss what form reasoning about 
life and society can take in a culture permeated by scientific and technical 
modes of thought and how to delimit the use of science in reasonable ways. 
Published for instance by MIT Press and Yale University Press.
Habermas, Jürgen: The Structural Transformation of the Public 
Sphere. An Inquiry into a Category of Bourgeois Society.
A modern classic on conditions and possibilities for public discussion and 
on the history of the public sphere. Originally published in 1962 in Ger-
man, it was only translated into English in 1989. An important book, but 
not easily read. Its history of interpretation has suffered by difficulties with 
respect to the translation of concepts from German to English. Pulished for 
instance by MIT Press.
Mill, John Stuart: On Liberty.
A modern classic, this essay was first published in 1859. In the essay the 
British philosopher John Stuart Mill concerned himself with the dangers 
relating to a tyranny of the majority. Published for instance in Gray, John: On 
Liberty and Other Essays (pp. 1-128) Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998.
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